Minutes for Virtual Committee Meeting (via Zoom)
2:00-3:00PM (EDT) 24 OCT 2022

Attending:
Ron Ajemian (Chair)
Kenneth Fause
Warren J. Osse

Discussion Topics:
1. How to reach out to European & Asian members and interested parties for participation in this TC
   a. Riedel Communications, as they work in this field
   b. Both Europe & Asia have significant fiber optic infrastructure
2. Collaboration across TCs
   a. How to engage & enhance
   b. TC-NAS
      i. Warren mentioned he is a member of TC-NAS and has not been notified of any
         meeting this week and was ready to discuss this coordination
   c. Is there any TC that discusses/develops the design of (audio or audio-visual) network
      infrastructure that may include fiber optics as part of that solution?
   d. Cruise ships & aircraft (automotive use of fiber optics is increasing)
3. New colour coding standard in development for fiber optics
   a. New colour code for “media?”
4. SMPTE has several fiber optical connector & cabling standards
   a. AES/TC-FOA to coordinate with SMPTE?